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A: The closest I found is this: $transcode = "srt, mp4, brrip, mkv, wmv, avi"; As you can see, in no
way the SRT file contains any SRT tags. I guess you want to use the muxing tool which does
everything to your ffmpeg: ffmpeg -i videofile.ext -c:v libx264 -c:a copy -s 720x576 -b:v 2000k -b:a
256k -c:a "neroac3" -c:v copy -c:a copy "outputvideofile.ext" For exapmle -c:a and -c:v are the
audio/video codecs, -b the bitrate and -b:h xxk the frame rate or bitrate for encoding in h264. All in
all you want to use -b:a 256k to make sure that you get an audio-only stream. The video and the
audio have a separate quality. Usually its 1500k or 2200k. It depends on what quality you are
actually willing to compromise on. You may have to fiddle around with the audio-only quality
because there is no standard and its not really important. If you just want to decode subtitles, use
vtt. The sthpld of vtt is to have an separate file with the subtitles and make ffmpeg load them in for
all languages when available. You may want to increase the outputfile audio quality. I added -quality
x264. You can also add -crf up to 27. With such a large videofile you may want to use the -faststart
switch, set it to -ss 40000 Other things: You can also tell ffmpeg to use two different videosources
for the audio and video by using the -acodec and -vcodec switches. You can try transcoding to a
different format by using the -f switch. Testing a short form of the Profile of Emotions in Special
Times (PEST) in a stress and burnout sample. The Profile of Emotions in Special Times (PEST) has
been specifically developed for pregnant women. Its purpose is to measure changes in a woman's
level of postnatal depression (PND) during the first year postpartum. However, the original version
of the PEST
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